The home of experienced M&A integration consultants

Global PMI Partners
We are the home of experienced M&A integration and carve-out consultants
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Methodology
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13

countries

Hundreds
of M&A
associates
worldwide

M&A integration focused. Small expert teams. Transparent and better value. Demystifying M&A.
We deliver your deal rationale and mitigate deal risks through the most experienced M&A consulting
teams with the best mix of levels, sector, competencies and functional skills, location and language
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What we do
Our consulting-based services centre around our expertise of delivering crossborder M&A integrations and carve-outs

 Post-Merger Integration
 Carve-out programs

 M&A skills & training
 Cross-border M&A
 Business transformation

 Geo-expansion
See our Explainer Video for more about us
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The unique value of
Global PMI Partners

Who we are
Our strength and our value lies in our team of M&A experts. Our offices in 13
countries are supported by hundreds of experienced M&A associates worldwide
Andrew Scola
Partner, UK
Integration, carve-outs, tech
sector specialism

Scott Whitaker
Partner, US
Acquisition & carve out,
methodology, author & trainer

Gilles Ourvoie
Partner, France
M&A Strategy, PMI,
organizational transformation

Robert Yu
Partner, China
Strategy, IMO
Sales

Michael Holm
Partner, Sweden
M&A, PMI, strategy, telecom,
tech & mobile device industry

Thomas Kessler
Partner, Germany
M&A, TSAs, corporate finance,
op. improvement, trainer

Christophe Van Gampelaere
Partner, Belgium
M&A programs, finance lead,
trainer, TSAs

Mark Ashton
AP, UK
Integration, OD and
performance improvement

Eitan Grosbard
Partner, Israel
High tech expert, M&A Strat.,
DD, PMI, HR & ChM lead

Masaki Yamamoto
Partner, Japan
Strategy, R&D management,
Organizational design, HR
mgmt

Stefan Hofmeyer
Partner, US
Program, process, & crossborder facilitation expert

Orlane Marin
AP, France
Strategy & Transformation,
Finance, High Tech and FS

Günther Jauck
Partner, Austria
M&A, WC & spend mgmt.,
certified turnaround expert

Sergio Bruno
Partner, Italy
Strategy, M&A

Luis Cáceres
AP, Latin America
Post-Merger Integration
planning & execution
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Why work with us?
Our clients have told us about the value we bring and why they work with us (see
case studies later for specific client quotes and references)
 Senior M&A experts only, not large consulting teams = value
 Focus on results that deliver integration and mitigate risks, not deliverables
 Rich M&A processes, methods and tools, selectively utilized
 Global reach, local cultural, legal and linguistic knowledge and experience
 Contingent resource model ensures you get exactly the right team for you
 We understand M&A so well we can simplify it and stay pragmatic.
 Embedded in your teams, activating and transferring knowledge to your staff
 Totally transparent in terms of resourcing model, rates, timing and progress = no surprises

Global PMI Partners works within our clients’ teams to deliver your deal rationale,
synergies and one integrated business whilst constantly managing and mitigating deal risks
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How we deliver integrations
Our Acquisition Integration Framework, and the underlying tools and templates,
provide consistency and structure throughout complex integrations

Our expertise focuses on post-close integration activities, but these start pre-close
Appropriate to any type of acquisition - timing of close and timing of the phases will vary
Adapted to clients’ internal methodologies, tools and culture – it’s your acquisition
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Consulting differentiation
In the age of the ‘knowledge economy’, Global PMI Partners brings consulting
into the 21st century by combining the flexibility demanded of other industries with
the value sought from big consulting firms, quality and consistency

Large

Size

consultancies

Independent
contractors / interims

Focus

Benefits

Scalability

Geo

Broad range of
services

Brand
recognition

Bench staff
leverage
model

Global
presence

Integrations &
carve-outs only

Leverage &
build in-house
teams

On-demand
expertise
model

Local resources
globally
interconnected

None

Local resources
globally
disconnected

Individual
skills

Individual skills
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Scalable resourcing to suit your needs
Some of our clients want to mitigate risks fully, others want a lighter touch
approach – you decide how much support you need, we get on with it
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3
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M&A Training / skills development
Train key staff and prepare for upcoming integrations

2
2

Build in-house capability, teams, methodologies and tools

Integration setup and planning
Quickly drive separation vision and approach, setup IMO and governance
High-level carve-out plan ready for internal teams to implement

3
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Integration management
Integration leadership and IMO resourcing throughout your separation, leading internal teams to stay on track
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Integration management and functional
work stream
GPMIP works
withindelivery
our clients’

team to deliver your deal rationale,
synergies
and one
whilst
mitigating deal risks
Manage integration and supplement
internal resources
byintegrated
leading any orbusiness
all functional
work streams
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Leading M&A theory and practice
Using our practical experience, we are at the leading edge of M&A theory and
contribute to the body of knowledge through various means
Conferences (MergerMarket, HEC, China Outbound M&A …)
University courses (Imperial College, Pepperdine, Wharton …)
Dedicated corporate seminars and training
Global client surveys (right)

White papers, newsletters, social networks, podcasts and webinars
Our Partners have written numerous books on M&A:
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Client references
and examples of
our experience

Global PMI Partners have worked on 280+ deals
with large and small clients across most sectors

See all of our case studies at gpmip.com/experience/
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Case study - Jack Link’s European Integration
Carve-out of two consumer brands, TSA management, European head office
setup establishment and setup of Jack Link’s EMEA business

Jack Link’s acquired two European Unilever brands, Peperami and BiFi, which complimented Jack Link’s position
as the #1 Global meat snacks company, their first major presence in Europe
GPMIP ran the carve-out, TSAs, integration and business setup for Jack Link’s across Europe
GPMIP’s first task was to identify the best country and city for Jack Link’s EMEA head quarters, and lead the
recruitment of 60+ employees for the EMEA organisation
Team of 11 Partners and Associates from across Europe worked with Jack Link’s Execs and Unilever carve-out
teams to setup that the Jack Link’s EMEA business under TSA
GPMIP work stream leads operated as change managers and interims on behalf of Jack Link’s
GPMIP managed the Transition Services Agreement

‘Consulting differently’ is what we experienced. Culture eats strategy for lunch and the biggest benefit of
working with GPMIP was cultural fit - GPMIP is not a typical consulting firm

Jan Pieter Schretlen, Managing Director EMEA at Jack Links

See other case studies at gpmip.com/experience/
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Case study – Skype Carve-out from eBay
$2.75bn separation program for Skype after the announcement of the sale from
eBay to Silverlake Partners (Private Equity)

Global PMI Partners managed $25m program budget and 10 global work streams with a distributed team of staff,
GPMIP, contractors and other 3rd parties. GPMIP team of 6 embedded integration team members
Identified, setup and oversaw over 60 projects and programmes under the separation including new SAP
implementation, complete HR systems replacement, establishing new offices, target operating model, contract
renegotiations, etc.
Managed the Transitional Services Agreement and intercompany relationship with eBay, took interim responsibility
for new business functions whilst setting them up, advised on and interviewed key hires (e.g. CIO), kicked-off RFP
processes with vendors and staffed temporary external teams to deliver integration objectives
High client satisfaction - Skype asked GPMIP back to lead all of their acquisition integrations after that (until
Microsoft acquisition). Managed the integration of Qik (US and Russia), which had specific focus on product
strategy and roadmap integration into Skype, and planned and setup the integration of GroupMe for Skype.

We used Andrew and his team for several important projects at Skype including our separation from eBay
and our acquisition of Qik. His ability to bring in experienced resources quickly was very helpful. I found
them to be professional, easy to work with, and focused on execution. I would recommend them highly.

Fred Becker, Corporate Development Director, Skype

See other case studies at gpmip.com/experience/
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Case study - NYX Gaming OpenBet integration
Leading the integration of OpenBet into NYX, managing the Integration
management office and leading value creation/synergy workstream

GPMIP de-risked Day One and lead the integration for the first 60 days after closing
Setup the must-do integration activities, facilitated the identification of short-term revenue opportunities
and quick wins, and advised on long-term business integration and strategic tech roadmap
Managed the integration management office, setup integration project workstreams, managed the
kick-off, and advised the communication workstream
Lead value creation/synergy analysis and workshops resulting in activities to capture revenue synergies
Reported to Steering Group on integration progress and governance
“We hired Global PMI Partners to help us with a complex post-merger integration project. We were well
aware that we needed a set of experts to develop and guide the process. From day one, the team
brought focus and clarity to the objectives of the integration. Their experience allowed us to avoid the
pitfalls and deliver clear execution plans. We were very pleased with the outcome!”

Huw Thomas, Chief Corporate Development, NYX Gaming Group

See other case studies at gpmip.com/experience/
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UK core team

UK team
Andrew Scola

Mark Ashton

UK Partner

Associate Partner

16 years consulting experience, focused on M&A integration
and carve-out programmes. 20+ deals across tech, life
sciences, consumer and other sectors
Formerly PwC and Deloitte - deals including Jaguar
LandRover’s sale (by Ford) to Tata, J&J’s acquisition of Pfizer
Consumer Healthcare, Britannia Building Society’s acquisition
and re-mutualisation of Bristol & West, Kraft’s acquisition of
Danone’s Biscuit division and the Travelport-Worldspan
merger
Separation Manager for the global separation of Skype from
eBay to a PE-led consortium, across all countries and business
areas. Led product roadmap integration in subsequent
acquisitions.
Integration lead for King.com integration into Activision
Head of Post-Acquisition Integration for a global healthcare
company
Led GeoExpansion programmes at Apple, rolling out Apple to
new countries, Turkey and Middle East

19 years strategic and operational consulting experience
internationally in a wide range of M&A, integration, business
planning, organisational development and performance
improvement programmes
Used extensively to troubleshoot post-merger integration
problems in a $6 billion global merger
Consultant director and lead analyst on strategy
development, planning and implementation projects in UK
and US in automotive retail, manufacturing, building
materials, life sciences, nuclear & industrial components
distribution sectors
Significant business planning and stakeholder management
experience in the ICT sector, Skilled manager of stakeholders
in multi-national, complex situations; strong leadership,
problem solving and influencing abilities. Qualified tutor at
The Leadership Trust; experienced executive coach and
mentor
Ran US sales & service subsidiary of UK machinery firm for 5
years – increased sales from $6 million to $20 million

Contributory author to the book Cross-Border Mergers and
Acquisitions published by Wiley Finance (2015)

See our full UK and international teams at gpmip.com/team/
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UK team (continued)
Les Murray

David Dower

Associate Partner

Associate Partner

Over 25 years experience in a wide range of M&A, business
integration and post-acquisition integration programmes
Optimised post-acquisition integration projects by designing
and facilitating the implementation process. Undertaken
numerous acquisition integration planning studies to flush
out key risks and immediate management actions and
engaged on 9 acquisition integrations
Extensive business case and target operating model design
experience coupled with programme management in
order to realise benefits. An experienced executive, Les
applies his energy and skills to manage large scale change
and integrate structure with processes and systems
Consultant director for integration strategy, organisation
structure and process simplification with clients in Defence,
Pharmaceuticals, Rail and Retail. Typically manages a small
core team of consultants (4-6) delivering results through
client staff
Big 4 planning and process experience underpinned by
leadership roles focussed on turning strategy into action

Over 25 years experience of supporting companies with
insights and intelligence on their customers and markets to
create customer- and market-led strategies that fully reflect
needs and opportunities
Prior to that, 10 years working client side in the construction
industry in marketing and sales roles rising to acting NSM for
a major building products manufacturer
Inputs into the strategies of numerous clients across multiple
industries, blue chip to the small end of SMEs
Key industries over several years include agriculture,
construction, energy, industrial manufacturing, travel,
logistics, business services, utilities
Focus at one time or another on 120 countries
Part of a team that built a market research SME from six
figure turnover to £5m before selling to US based enterprise
Author of many market intel reports and analyses especially
in the energy sector, purchased by major banks,
consultancies and manufacturers to inform future strategy

See our full UK and international teams at gpmip.com/team/
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We look forward to working with you. Contact us to discuss your needs.
www.gpmip.uk

Andrew Scola
UK Partner
+44 7764 235 220
andrew.scola@gpmip.com

